SBA Minutes:

Roll:
Missing — Seth Zimmerman

Election Rules
Josh — Vacancy of VP position. Thank all candidates. Roll has been taken. Rules need to be agreed upon per constitution. We need 2/3 majority to elect new VP. Proposed — First vote, if no candidate gets 2/3, the top three will be voted upon again. If second time no 2/3, down to two people. At that point we will keep voting until we get a new VP.
Douglas — voting by secret ballot
Josh — everything needs to be transparent in the voting. (As far as counts.) Jaime Rebkovich will be doing the vote counting.
Danielle — when we get down to two people the candidates can reiterate a point or two.
Josh — That is fine.
Matt — Motion to approve rules.

Seconded.
Proposed rules passed.

Josh — Candidates introduce.

Running for Vice President

1. John Andrews — fifth speech
2. Gregory Alvarez — fourth speech.
4. Rax Chavez — second speech.
5. Anthony Robles — third speech.

First Vote Count — 8:20 p.m.

- Michael Prigodich — 0
- Rax Chavez — 1
- Anthony Robles — 3
- Gregory Alvarez — 5
- John Andrews — 7

Josh — Michael and Rax were the bottom vote getters, the top three will be voted on again.

Second Vote Count — 8:25 p.m.

- Anthony Robles — 4
Anthony Robles is the lowest vote getter at this point.
Dante — Should we do question and answer?
General Concurrence
Gregory Alvarez question and answer session.
John Andrews question and answer session.

Third Vote Count — 8:35 p.m.
- Gregory Alvarez — 7
- John Andrews — 9

Fourth Vote Count — 8:45 p.m.
- Gregory Alvarez — 6
- John Andrews — 10

Another Question and Answer session — informal.

Fifth Vote Count — 8:55 p.m.
- Gregory Alvarez — 5
- John Andrews — 11

Sixth Vote Count — 9:05 p.m.
- Gregory Alvarez — 5
- John Andrews — 11

Dante motion to adjourn meeting.
Danielle Second.
Discussion
Val — We need to talk more and get it done because we are concerned that people will vote one way or another because they are tired.
Gregory — there is a lot to do maybe we should get it done tonight.
Rene — We need to have more
Motion to suspend for one week in favor say eye.
The Nays have it.

Motion to excuse the two candidates and anybody else not on the board – Val
Seconded — Charlie.

All those in favor of excusing — the Ayes have it.

Brandt Jenkins — Probably can’t go wrong either way.

Anthony — Gregory will go up to the administration and do whatever he thinks is right.
Danielle — Gregory has been proven as a leader at this school.

Aaron — John wants to see thing get done, and he does get things done.

Dante — Has known Gregory for two years, gets along with everyone, has done a lot of things with other organizations. Dedicated. Dante has had problems with Andrews in his capacity with the ADR society.

Josh — Professional enough to work with either candidate. John Andrews is one of the hardest working guys in our class, good, decent guy.

Seventh Vote Count — 9:22

- Greg Alvarez — 6
- John Andrews — 10

Anthony Robles — Move to adjourn so people do not vote based on fatigue.
Danielle Second.
Discussion.
Matt — wasted enough time, lets get something accomplished.
Douglas Second.
Josh — agreed. Meeting next week will already be a long meeting.
John — Discussion seems positive. The vote count changed.
Benji — if more discussion only facts, no mudslinging.
Motion to adjourn denied.
Motion to have candidates leave the room again.
Amendment to motion — ask questions first.
Ayes have it.
Discussion with candidates outside of the room.
Charlie makes a motion to say that any discussion in the room does not leave the room.
Douglas — does SBA have that power?
Josh — Best we can do is take it off the record.
Another Question and Answer Session.

Eighth Vote Count — 9:58 p.m.

- Greg Alvarez — 5
- John Andrews — 11

Seth Zimmerman Arrives!!!

Ninth Vote Count — 10:50 p.m.

- Greg Alvarez — 12
- John Andrews — 5